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WARM -U P D RIL L S

D rill #1 —  STRE TC H  N ’ E ASY  SK ATE
C oaches pull nets out 15 feet and have the players skate easy around

them in the same direction. 
1. B ring their legs in and out to stretch.
2. L ift the stick high, then bring it down holding it with both hands

and touch the toes.
3. Spread the legs out and touch the surface with your stick flat out in

front.
4. P ick it up on the whistle.  Slow down on the whistle.

D rill #2 —  FIG U RE  E IG H T WARM -U P
1. H ave the players skate in a figure eight direction. Start out slow and

increase speed.  E xpress the importance of skating with the head up. 
2. T he drill can also be done with pucks after the players do it well just

skating. 
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2 Warm-Up Drills

D rill #3 —  FO L L O W  TH E  L E AD E R WARM -U P
T he coach starts the drill by skating in any direction with all the players

following in single file.  T he coach can also use a player to be the leader in
this drill.  T his drill should last two minutes and the leader can be rotated at
each practice. 



SK ATIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #4 —  L O N G  SK ATIN G  STRID E S
1. D ivide the players into four groups starting on the goal line.  T he

players start in the ready position.
2. L ong skating strides half speed down to the far end.  T he players

must go on the whistle and stay at the far end in line after they
complete the drill.

3. R epeat the drill back.  

D rill #5 —  C RO SSO VE R O U TSID E  E D G E  O F W H E E L
T he first four players at the front of each line go on the whistle.  T hey

cross one leg over the other and complete the stride.  T hey alternate legs and
direction all the way down the surface.  C oaches stress completing the
crossover.  M ake sure the drill is done properly. I t is not a race.  R epeat the
drill back.
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D rill #6 —  C RO SSO VE R IN SID E  E D G E  O F W H E E L
T he first four players at the front of each line go on the whistle.  T he

players crossover on their inside edges.  C oaches, stress keeping the stick
out in front of the players so they are not off-balance.  R e-cover stride and
alternate legs. R epeat the drill back. 

D rill #7 —  SK I IN G  D RIL L
T he first four players in the front of each line all go on the whistle. T he

players must keep the wheels of both skates on the surface.  W ith the stick
out in front, the players transfer their weight from side to side and ski up
the surface.  Stay in four lines at the far end.  R epeat the drill.

4 Skating Drills
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D rill #8 —  TIG H T TU RN S/C IRC L E S
T he first four players in the front of each line all go on the whistle.  E ach

player makes three tight circles going down the surface.  T hey turn the same
way each time.  O n the way back they turn facing the same way which will
make them learn to turn both ways.  To their left and to their right.

D rill #9 —  TH E  TU M BL E  AN D  RO L L
1) T he first four players in the front of each line all go on the whistle.

T hey skate hard to the center line, slow down, tumble and then get
back up quickly and skate to the far end.

2) T he next time down, tumble at the center line, do a roll and then get
back up and skate hard to the end.
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D rill #10 —  AG IL ITY  C IRC U IT  D RIL L
L ine up the players in four lines near the center line.  L ay five sticks

down on each side and place the three cones in both offensive zones.  T he
1st two players on opposite sides start the drill.  T he players jump over the
sticks and skate around the cones and back into line.  C oaches need to be in
the middle directing the players and keeping the sticks in place.  R epeat five
times. 

D rill #11 — C IRC L E  D RIL L
L ine the players up in one corner of the surface.  Start with three

players going at once.  Stagger them 10 feet apart.  H ave them go around
each circle in full and then line up in the far end when they are done.
R epeat the drill coming back.  Teach them crossovers gradually.

6 Skating Drills



D rill #12 —  H AL F-C IRC L E  D RIL L
1. L ine the players up in one corner of the surface.  H ave the players

go one at a time.  T he next one goes when the first player is past the
first hash mark.  T hey skate hard and cut the circles in half.

2. W hen they do the drill consistently, have them try it with a puck.
Teach them to crossover and come out of the circle creating speed,
not slowing down.

D rill #13 —  TIG H T TU RN S
1. Start with the players in one corner.  Send the first player around

the first cone.  T he next player goes when the first player reaches the
cone.  H ave the player make a tight turn around the cone and
accelerate out of it.

2. O nce they do the drill well have them perform it with a puck.  
3. R epeat two to four times.
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D rill #14 —  BAC K WARD  SK ATIN G
L ine the players up in four lines at one end of the rink.  O n the whistle

have the first player in each line skate backward to the far end.  H ave the
players stay at the far end.  B ring it back skating backward.  R epeat the drill
four times.  

D rill #15 —  FO RWARD -TO -BAC K WARD  TU RN
L ine the players up in four lines at one end of the rink.  O n the whistle

the first player in each line skates forward to the center line then pivots to
backward and skates backward to the far end.  H ave the players pivot
facing the same way at the center line on their way back so they learn to
pivot both ways. 

8 Skating Drills



D rill #16 —  BAC K WARD -TO -FO RWARD  TU RN
L ine the players up in four lines at one end of the rink.  H ave the first

player in each line start skating backward on the whistle.  W hen they get to
the red line they pivot to forward and skate full out to the end and stay
there.  T he next four go on the whistle.  O n the way back have them pivot
facing the same way so they work on turning both ways. 

D rill #17  — FO RWARD -TO -BAC K WARD  AN D
BAC K -TO -FO RWARD  TU RN S

L ine the players up in four lines at one end.  H ave the first four players
in each line start out forward when they get to the first high zone face off
dot.  H ave them pivot to backward, they then skate backward to the next
high zone face off dot and then pivot back to forward.  T hey stay in line at
the far end.  O n the way back have them pivot facing the same way so they
work on both ways. 
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D rill #18 —  BAC K WARD  H AL F-C IRC L E S
Start with all the players in one corner.  T he first player in line goes and

skates halfway around the circles.  A fter finishing, the players stay in the far
corner.  T he next player in line goes when the first player is halfway around
the first circle.  

D rill #19 —  STO PS AN D  STARTS T-STO P
D ivide the team into two groups.  G roup #1 starts on the whistle and

stops on the whistle.  T he players stop four times total with a total of four
whistles.  A fter stopping they get in the ready position and start again on the
whistle.  A fter they are done and staying at the far end, the next group goes
on the whistle.  M ake sure the players stop facing the same way on the way
back, dragging a different back leg so they work on stopping both ways. 

10 Skating Drills
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D rill #20 — ALTE RN ATE  T-STO P
Set the players up in two groups behind the face off dots.  T he groups

alternate on the whistle.  E ach player stops a total of three times using the
T-Stop by dragging the back foot before each stop.  A fter completing the
last stop the players stay at the far end in line.  R epeat two to four times.  

D rill #21 — C H AN G E  D IRE C TIO N  T-STO P
D ivide the players into two groups at one end.  A ll the players in G roup

1 go first.  T hey skate to the far high-end face off dot and stop.  T hey then
come back to the near high-end face off dot, T-Stop and then skate hard
down to the end.  A fter G roup 1 completes their second stop, then G roup 2
goes on the whistle.  R epeat the drill. 
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PU C K H AN D L IN G  D RIL L S

D rill #22 — STATIO N ARY  PU C K H AN D L IN G
U sing half the surface spread the kids out and have them face the coach

with each player having a puck.  
1) M ake sure they have their head up.
2) Stickhandle on the right side only.
3) Stickhandle across the body side to side.
4) Stickhandle on the left side of the body only.
A lternate.  W hile one coach leads them through the drill the other coach

skates around helping those who need it. 

D rill #23 —  STATIO N ARY  & M O VIN G  TH RO U G H  TH E  G L O VE S
1. Spread the players out at one end facing the coach with a puck in

front on their stick.  H ave them take off their gloves and place the
gloves in front of themselves 3 feet apart.  W ith little skating, have
them stickhandle the puck through and around the gloves.  

2. M ove the gloves to 6 feet apart and have the players skate figure-
eight’s around and through the gloves with a puck.
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D rill #24 —  PU C K H AN D L IN G  IN  TRAFFIC
D ivide the team into three groups and place each group inside a face off

circle.  G ive every player a puck.  T he players must stay inside the face off
circles but they can skate in any direction.  H ave them skate full speed on
the whistle and half speed on the second whistle. 

D rill #25 —  H AL F SU RFAC E  PU C K H AN D L IN G
F irst make sure the net is against the boards turned so the crossbar

touches the boards.  H ave the players spread out using half the surface.
E ach player gets a puck.  T hey can skate anywhere they want but they must
stay inside the center line at one end.  H ave them skate hard on the whistle
and half speed on the second whistle.  M ake sure the players keep their
heads up when stickhandling in traffic.  E ncourage them to challenge
themselves and skate through the middle not just around the perimeter.  

14 Puckhandling Drills



D rill #26 —  PU C K H AN D L IN G  TH E  C IRC L E S IN  H AL F
L ine the players up in one corner of the rink.  H ave them skate around

half of each circle carrying a puck.

D rill #27 —  PU C K H AN D L IN G  RE L AY  RAC E
D ivide the players into four, even number groups.  L ine-up an equal

number of pylons.  T he players start on the whistle and stickhandle through
the pylons to the far end.  T hey then touch the boards and stickhandle back
through the cones and pass the puck to the next person in line.  
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PASSIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #28 —  STATIONARY FOREH AND  AND  BACKH AND  SWEEP PASS
D ivide the players into two lines down the middle of the surface.  E ach

player should be no more than 10 feet away from their partner they will be
passing to.  H ave the players sweep the pass onto the blade of their partner’s
stick.  A fter a few minutes have them turn to the other side and use the
backhand pass.  M ake sure their bodies are square to their partners so their
toes are facing north and south.  T his will make the adjustment to movement
much easier.

D rill #29 —  PASSIN G  O N  TH E  C IRC L E
D ivide the players up and have them placed around the circles.  E ach

player finds a place on the circle line.  U sing one puck, the players pass it
around.  A fter they do the drill well for a few minutes, have them try it using
a backhand pass.  M ake sure the players have their sticks on the surface,
with their heads up ready to make a play.
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D rill #30 —  PL AY E R IN  TH E  M ID D L E
D ivide the players up and have them placed around the circles.  E ach

player finds a spot on the circle line.  O ne player is designated to start in the
middle.  T hat player tries to intercept the puck from the other players.  I f
the player in the middle gets the puck, then he/she changes positions with
the player who made the pass that was intercepted.  

D rill #31 —  M O VE M E N T ARO U N D  TH E  C IRC L E
D ivide the players up and have them placed around the circles.  U sing

one puck, have the players skate around the circles in the same direction
passing to anyone on the circle.  A fter the players go one way for a minute
blow the whistle.  H ave them stop, change direction and go the other way.
M ake sure the players learn to judge their speed and pass the puck to where
the player receiving will be, not where the player is now.  

18 Passing Drills



D rill #32 —  O N E -TO U C H  PASSIN G
D ivide the players into four lines and place two lines in each corner on

one end of the surface.  T he first two players from each side start the drill
on the whistle.  T he two players from each side pass the puck back and forth
while they skate to the far end.  T he next two from each corner go on the
whistle after the first two get to the high zone face off dot.  W hen they get
to the far end, have them wait there in line ready to go back when everyone
is done.  P layers should practice both the forehand and backhand pass.
R epeat drill four times.  

D rill #33 —  O N E -TO U C H  PASSIN G  ARO U N D  TH E  N E TS
F irst coaches move the nets out fifteen feet.  H ave the players pair up.

E ach pair gets one puck.  T he players start out at half speed.  T hey pass
back and forth to each other while they skate around the rink behind the
nets.  A fter a minute have them change direction. W hen they get better pick
up the speed.  
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SH O O TIN G  D RIL L S

D rill #34 —  IN D IVID U AL  TARG E T PRAC TIC E
A fter a brief demonstration of the wrist shot and backhand shot, spread

the players out around the rink.  G ive each player a puck and have him/her
face the boards.  F irst, practice the wrist shot then the backhand.  F or fun,
have them pick a target or marking on the boards and have them aim for it.
C oaches spend time with every player individually for a minute to make
sure they are practicing the right technique.

D rill #35 —  FO U R-C O RN E R SH O O TIN G  D RIL L
D ivide the players into four groups and put one group in each corner of

the rink.  A lternate shooting sides.  T he player first in line skates with a
puck around the pylon and then shoots at the net.  T he player from the
other side then does the same.  H ave the players change sides after shooting.
A lso encourage kids to try wrist shots and backhand shots. 
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D rill #36 —  PASS, SL AL O M  N ’SH O O T
D ivide the players into two groups at opposite corners in the rink.  T he

first player in each line takes a puck, passes it to a coach, the coach then
passes it back to the player who then carries the puck in and out of the
pylons and goes in and shoots.  T he next player goes when the first player
is through the pylons.  I f there is only one coach rotate a player in on one
side to pass the puck. 

D rill #37 —  ARO U N D  TH E  C O N E  AN G L E  SH O T
D ivide the players into four groups out at the centerline.  P ut two groups

on each side of the line facing their closest net.  O ne player from the opposite
side goes first, skates over, gets a pass from the other line, skates around the
pylon and takes a shot on goal.  T he player who passed the puck then skates
over, gets a pass from the other line, skates around the other pylon and goes in
and shoots.  M ake sure the players alternate lines so they are receiving a pass
on the forehand and backhand and also skating both ways around the pylons.

22 Shooting Drills



D rill #38 — C O RN E R PASS-AN D -SH O O T
L ine the players up in four corners.  T he first player in line from one

corner at each end skates out past the pylon and cuts back toward the net.
T he first player in the other corner passes the puck to the player who then
takes a shot on net.  T he player who passed the puck, then skates around
the pylon and gets a pass from the other corner and goes in and shoots.  

D rill #39 —  C O RN E R 2-O N -0
L ine the players up in four corners.  T he first two players in line start

the drill.  O ne passes to the other and gets it back.  T hey skate around the
pylons and skate in 2-on-0 against the goalie and try to score.  A fter they
shoot the next two in line go.  E ncourage the players to go together and
make sure they get a shot on goal.  
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D rill #40 —  2-O N -0 C E N TE R
L ine the players up in four lines with two lines on each side of the center

line.  T he first two players on each side, one from each line skate in passing
back and forth 2-on-0 against the goalie and try to score.  A fter they shoot
the next players go.

D rill #41 —  BRE AK AWAY S
L ine the players up in four lines with two lines on each side of the center

line.  O ne player starts out by skating to the middle and receiving a pass
from the first player in the other line and goes in on a breakaway.  T hen the
player who passed the puck does the same.

24 Shooting Drills



D rill #42 —  PASS, C IRC L E  N ’ SH O O T
D ivide the players into two groups at opposite corners of the rink.  T he

coaches or other players are in the middle, 10 feet above the face off circles.
T he first player in line passes to the coach, skates around the coach, gets a
pass back and goes in and shoots.  
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FU N  G AM E S

D rill #43 —  TH RE E  C RO SS SU RFAC E  SC RIM M AG E S
D ivide the surface up into thirds and players into equal teams.  H ave

cross surface games with four on each team.  R otate the kids every five or
ten minutes so they can play different teams.  D e-emphasize the score of
games and let the players have fun.  T his can be used as a fun tournament
with other teams when practices are combined.

D rill #44 —  PO M -PO M  PU L L AWAY
L ine all the players up in one end.  C hoose two players to tag the rest.

T he two players shout "P om-P om P ullaway" and the rest try to skate to the
far end without being tagged.  I f they get tagged they have to help the two
guys tag everyone else.  T he end zone face off dots to the boards are safe
zones.  T his gives the players room to stop so no one gets hurt.
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D rill #45 —  G RE N AD E S
L ine all the players up in one end.  T he coaches are in the middle with

the pucks or tennis balls.  T he kids skate to the far end and try not to get
hit.  I f they get hit they must go to the players bench and stay there.  T he
game is over when the last player gets hit.  W hen using pucks the coaches
must shoot them along the surface only.  W hen using tennis balls they can
shoot them higher.

D rill #46 — TH RE E  PL AY E R C H ARIO T RAC E S
T he players line up on the goal line in groups of three.  U sing two

hockey sticks only, two players are at the front and one player is at the back.
T he player at the back holds both sticks and glides behind the two players
who are carrying one stick each and skating full out.  W hen they get to the
far end face off dot the race is over.  R otate the players so everyone gets a
chance to be at the back.  

28 Fun Games
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D rill #47 — D O D G E  BAL L
T he players line up on the goal line.  T he coach selects two players and

gives them soccer balls.  T he two players yell "go" and the rest try to skate
to the far end without getting hit by one of the balls.  I f they get hit they
must go to the bench and stay there until the game is over.  T he far end zone
dots are the safe zones where players can’t get hit and they have time to
stop.  

D rill #48 —  M U SIC AL  PU C K S
Start the drill with the players skating around the circle.  I f there are

five players, use four pucks.  O n the whistle the players dive in the middle
after pucks. T he player who does not get a puck is out of the game.  Start
the drill again with one less puck and continue until there is only two
players and one puck and that would be the final round.
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D rill #49 — FRE E Z E  TAG
U sing the whole surface spread the players out.  Select three players to

tag everyone, when a player has been tagged they stay in the place whey
have been tagged until another player comes along and frees them by
tagging there helmet.  T he game is over when all the players have been
tagged and are frozen.  T he drill should last no more than 5 minutes.

D rill #50 — STAR WARS
P lace all the players in the center face off circle.  Set up four pucks on

top of pylons at each corner face-off dot.  T he coaches place a glove on the
blade of their stick, this is their fazer used to tag the kids.  T he players are
safe inside the center circle.  W hen they skate outside the circle and are
tagged they must go to the players bench.  T he players must get all four
pucks and bring them back to the center circle without being tagged to save
their planet.  P ut a 3-5 minute time limit on the kids to get the pucks or they
won’t leave the circle.

30 Fun Games
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D rill #51 —  C O PS N ’ RO BBE RS
P ick two teams.  O ne the cops and the other the robbers.  T he robbers

skate anywhere and try not to get tagged by the cops.  I f they do, they go to
the players bench.  T he robbers are safe inside the five circles but they can
only stay in the circles for 10 seconds at a time.  W hen the cops catch all the
players, you rotate the players.  T he cops become the robbers and vice
versa.

D rill #52 —  TIG H T TU RN  RE L AY  RAC E  W ITH  PU C K
D ivide the players into two lines, one at each corner face off spot.  T he

first two players, one in each line, start the race.  C arrying a puck down the
surface they do tight turns around three face off dots, touch the boards and
sprint all the way back. W hen they get to the top of the circle they started
at, they pass the puck to the next player. T he race is over when the last
players complete the drill.
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D rill #53 —  E Q U IPM E N T PIL E -U P
D ivide the players into four lines.  H ave them take off their gloves and

place them and their sticks in one pile all mixed together.  T he first player
in each line starts on the whistle.  T hey skate, do a 360-degree turn before
and after the center line.  T hey then look for their gloves and stick, pick
them up, and then race back into line so the next player can go.

D rill #54 — C H ASE  TH E  RABBIT
T he coach selects two players to be rabbits and they start the drill on

their knees out at the high zone face off dots.  W hen the whistle blows, they
get up quickly, skate around the net that has been pulled out 15 feet to the
corner.  A t the same time the rest of the players are skating hard trying to
pass them.  I f any player passes them they have to do ten push-ups or sit-
ups.

32 Fun Games
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D rill #55 — SW E D ISH  Q U IC K  FE E T
D ivide the players into six, even lines. T hree on each side of the center

line.  T he three lines should be facing each other.  T he first three players in
line on one side start the drill on their stomachs.  W hen the whistle blows
they quickly get up and skate hard for 20 feet then the next player goes.

D rill #56 — TW O  C IRC L E S W ITH  PU C K
D ivide the players into two lines, one in each corner.  T he first two

players skate completely around both circles on their side and then hard all
the way back to their original line and the next player goes.
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D rill #57 — C RISS-C RO SS RAC E
D ivide the players into two lines, one in each corner.  T he first two

players start on the goal line.  T hey criss cross each other doing tight turns
around their four face off dots and then skate hard all the way back to their
line.  T hen the next players go.  W hen the players get better at this try it
with them carrying a puck.  I t is crucial for players to keep their heads up.
U se pylons if the dots are hard to see.

34 Fun Games



G O ALTE N D IN G  D RIL L S

D rill #58 —  SH U FFL E  D RIL L  W ITH  STAC K
T his drill is an excellent way to warm goalies up.  T he drill starts with

the goalie in position on the right post.  T he goalie skates forward 10 feet
out on the right side and then stops.  T he goalie then skates backward to the
middle of the crease and then stops and skates forward 10 feet out to the
middle.  T he goalie then repeats the same move to the left side.  A fter that,
have the goalie shuffle to the right and stack the pads and then shuffle to the
left and stack the pads.  R epeat three times on each side.  C oaches set up
your practices so the goalies use one net while the players are doing other
drills such as passing and skating. 

D rill #59 — FO U R C O RN E R SH O O TIN G  G AL L E RY
T he coach or assistant coach assembles the pucks in the front of the net

about 10 to 15 feet.  T he coach then shoots five pucks along the surface to
the left, then five pucks along the surface to the right.  T hen five pucks high
to the blocker side and five pucks to the glove side.  F inish the drill with five
pucks being shot anywhere the coach wants.  R otate goalies and repeat drill.

STACK
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D rill #60 —  TW O  PL AY E R AN G L E  SH O TS
Set up the drill with two players, one on each face-off dot.  T he goalie

starts on one side of the net.  T he player on that side begins the drill with a
shot.  A fter the goalie makes the save he/she shuffles to the other side where
the other player then shoots.  T he idea is to work on the goalies angle play.
T he players should not shoot until the goalie has moved into position.

D rill #61 —  SH U FFL E  SAVE
P layer A  starts with all the pucks.  T he goalie faces player A .  T he drill

starts by player A  passing the puck to player B  who then shoots on the net.
W hile the puck is being passed the goalie C -carves or shuffles to the other
side of the net to make the save.  A fter five shots have player B  pass to
player A  and shoot five more times.
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D rill #62 — FIVE  PL AY E R PASS N ’ SH O O T
Set up five players in the slot.  T hey pass one puck around quickly and

then shoot.  T his drill helps the goalie follow the puck and understand
position play.  T he drill should last five minutes and can be done at both
ends of the rink.

D rill #63 —  W RAP-ARO U N D
T he drill starts with a coach or player behind the net.  T he goalie stays

in position in front looking behind at the player.  T he player fakes one way
then comes around and quickly tries to stuff the puck into the net before the
goalie can get over to the post and make the save.  T his drill should be done
at least five times on each side.
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D rill #64 —  H AL F-C IRC L E  SH O O TIN G  D RIL L
L ine your players up in a semi-circle about 10-15 feet in front of the net.

E ach player gets a puck but only one shoots at a time.  Start first on the
right side.  T he first player shoots, the second player doesn’t shoot until the
goalie is ready.  A fter going right to left and every player has shot, retrieve
the pucks and then start the drill again going left to right.  A t the M ite age
groups, emphasize the wrist shot.

D rill #65 —  SH AD O W  D RIL L
T he goalies shadow drill is used to improve a players agility. U se two

goalies or one goalie and a player if you only have one goalie.  T he first
goalie starts the drill and the other goalie imitates everything the first goalie
does.  G oaltender moves such as shuffle to left or right, C -carve back and
forth, or stack the pads.  A fter a :30 rest the other goalie leads the drill.
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D rill #66 —  TW O  G O AL IE  TE N N IS BAL L  D RIL L
G oalies pair off without gloves.  I f you only have one goalie use a player

or assistant coach.  Start the drill stationary with two tennis balls.  H ave the
goalies pass them back and forth.  A fter they do the drill well add
movement.  H ave one player skate backward and the other forward.  T hen
switch so the player who was skating backward now skates forward and
vice versa.
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U SA H ockey I nL ine wishes to thank the following
coaches for their help and expertise with the content
of the A ge-Specific D rill B ooks. T heir advice and
contributions to these manuals has been greatly
appreciated. T hank you: K eith A llain, J oe
B aldarotta, Val B elmonte, P at F errill, T im G errish,
A l G odfrey, J ack M cL aughlin, K evin M cL aughlin,
D oug P alazzari, the late D ave P eterson, L ou Vairo.
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